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Article 34



CHOICES, CHOICES A look at the pros and cons of various types of Web advertising By JENNIFER REWICK



F



PROS: After consumers got click-resistant, some people began hailing banners as a brand-building tool—something with the same potential as a TV commercial to stick in a shopper’s mind. CONS: Banners’ graphics are relatively crude. So advertisers and publishers are trying to become more aggressive, developing eye-catching ads and experimenting with new formats, not just placing the ads at the top of the page but all over it.



or many marketers, the big question isn’t whether to advertise on the Web, but how. Do they go with horizontal banner ads or skyscrapers? Sponsorships or e-mail? Here is a look at the kinds of Web ads currently available, along with their pros and cons.



BASIC BANNER ADS



SKYSCRAPERS



Banner advertisements still are the staple of Web advertising. They are to the Internet what 30-second commercials are to television. Typically, banners are rectangular strips that run horizontally across the top of a Web page. Some blink; some flash; some just sit there quietly. In the late-1990s heyday of banner ads, consumers were said to be clicking on lots of these ads. But in recent years, the novelty wore off and viewers began to shrug. Now the “click-through” rate is less than 0.5%.



Banners represent a lot of the real estate on a Web page. So perhaps it isn’t surprising that one of the latest offshoots is known as the “skyscraper.” It’s simply a tall, skinny banner ad, and it can take up even more space than the pioneering top-ofthe-screen rectangles. PROS: Like real skyscrapers with their strengthening girders and beams, advertising skyscrapers have a structure that adds to their durability—namely, their vertical shape. Because a typical personal-computer monitor is wider than it is high, a skyscraper ad can perch on either side of the screen without infringing too much on the page itself.



Banners originally were pitched as a direct-marketing tool, because consumers can click on them and be taken to another page or Web site to buy a product or get more information. 1
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POP-UP ADS



CONS: Text in vertical ads is harder to read. And if an ad sits too far off to the side, a viewer may never even scan it.



PROS: Because the Disney ads sit off to the right side, they aren’t interfering with other material on the screen and can remain there for a long time.



Some ads don’t hesitate to get in your face. So-called pop-up ads appear in a second window that pops up on the screen while a Web page is loading. Paving the way is the growth in high-speed Internet connections. These speedy connections allow for what online-ad types call “rich media” ads, which use animation, sound and streaming video. While banner ads can include rich media and are getting livelier these days, flashy content is found more often in the pop-up ads. PROS: These lively ads fill a bigger space than most banner ads. They’re more intrusive and memorable because they pop up and have to be clicked on to be gotten rid of. And they can be more entertaining, because they often use moving images. They’re used primarily as a brand-building tool by auto makers, consumer-products companies and movie studios. Unicast Communications Corp., a closely held online-ad firm in New York, says it has developed rich-media ads with an edge: technology that allows an ad to pop up without slowing down the loading of the page behind it. So, readers are less tempted to click the ads off just to keep things moving. Unicast says these ads boast a 6% click-through rate, compared with a high of 0.5% for banners and a 1% to 3% response rate generated by traditional direct-mail marketers. CONS: Readers can click these ads off—and they do. Many banish the box from their screens even before they see the ad. Pop-ups can be incredibly annoying to consumers, precisely because they are so intrusive. They often slow down the loading of the site you’re trying to view. And even the ads that don’t increase loading time tend to irritate users because they pop up unexpectedly on the screen. Industry analysts doubt this is the next big thing and think a lot of the appeal is based on novelty and experimentation. Not to mention that high-speed Internet access has yet to penetrate the market, which means that these ads’ use is not widespread. And readers are getting in the habit of reacting to a flurry of pop-ups simply by clicking them off before the ads can even start to make their point.



CONS: Because the ads are off in a corner on the right side, they might get overlooked. After all, people read from left to right.



E-MAIL



BULKY BOXES Banners are moving all over the place, turning into buttons and carefully positioned squares and rectangles as advertisers try to catch the reader’s eye. On the News.com Web site of San Francisco’s Cnet Networks Inc., banner ads are about the size of a CD case and sit smack in the middle of the page. Instead of being taken to another site, readers who click on the ad get more information without having to leave the page. News stories wrap right around the ad box. PROS: “It’s a lot harder to ignore,” says Jim Nail, an analyst with Forrester Research Inc., a Cambridge, Massachusetts, Internet market-research firm. But he adds a caveat about the ads, which Cnet likes to refer to as “Messaging Plus” ads. CONS: The problem with the Cnet ad, says Mr. Nail, is simply this: “The reader’s eye has to track around it in order to see the content. My guess is you will probably see some backlash. There probably will be some grumbling from readers.”



BUTTONS AND ‘BIG IMPRESSIONS’ Not all banners are so aggressive. Walt Disney Co.’s Web sites, including ESPN.com and ABC.com, now run businesscard-size banners on the upper-right-hand corner of the page. Disney calls this format “the Big Impression.”



Whether banners in general are a strong tool for brand campaigns also is questionable. Measurement firms are working on ways to gauge the impact. But it’s much more difficult to quantify the impression a banner ad leaves with a consumer than it is to track an action, such as whether a consumer clicked on a mortgage-loan ad or bought a bath mat.



E-mail marketing has surged in the past year. Jupiter Media Metrix Inc., a New York Internet-research firm, expects e-mail to be a $7.3 billion (8.4 billion euros) market by 2005, up from $164 million in 1999. Because recipients have to subscribe to receive e-mail newsletters and ads on topics in which they have expressed interest, marketers are guaranteed a highly targeted audience. Response rates can run as high as 5% to 15%, says Jupiter. PROS: While it’s most effective for retaining customers (61% of marketers using e-mail say that’s their primary goal), e-mail marketing has proved to be a useful and cost-efficient way to acquire new customers as well. The cost of keeping customers is only one-third as much for e-mail as for direct mail.



Dynamic Logic Inc., a New York ad-measurement firm, says it analyzed the brand impact of banners by comparing the responses of consumers exposed to a banner campaign with those of consumers who used the same site but weren’t exposed to the ads. In a recent study, the results showed an average increase in brand awareness of 5%, says Nick Nyhan, president of Dynamic Logic. 2



ANNUAL EDITIONS



One Low Price What advertisers pay for spots in various media TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING



BILLBOARDS: To place several short-term ads for one to three months on those 14x48 signs along the freeway ranges from $5,000 to $25,000 in top 10 markets.



LOCAL TV: A 30-second television commercial on a local station in a top 10 market ranges from $4,000, generally during a movie, to $45,000 for time on one of the highest-rated shows. NETWORK TV: A 30-second spot in prime time ranges from $80,000 to $600,000, depending on how high a show is rated and the show’s genre. The average is $120,000 to $140,000.



ONLINE ADVERTISING BANNER ADS: Banner ads range from $5 to $50 for every 1,000 ad impressions that appear on the site, depending on how targeted the ad and the site where it appears.



CABLE TV: A 30-second spot in prime time runs between $5,000 and $8,000, depending on the network. RADIO: Commercials range from $200 to $1,000 for a 60second spot, depending on criteria such as the time of day and the program’s ratings.



RICH MEDIA: Rich-media ads that appear in pop-up windows run between $40 and $50 per 1,000 ads that appear, depending on the quality and demographic of the site’s audience.



NEWSPAPERS: A full-page ad in the top 10 markets runs an estimated $120 per 1,000 circulation.



E-MAIL NEWSLETTERS: Content sponsored by an advertiser in a newsletter format ranges from $15 to $25 per 1,000 e-mail addresses targeted, depending on the cost to create and develop the e-mail. An e-mail in the form of an advertisement ranges from $100 to $300 per 1,000 e-mail addresses targeted, depending on the quality and demographic of the list of addresses.



MAGAZINE: Ads in regional editions of national magazines cost an average of about $50 per 1,000 circulation. The average cost of an ad in a local magazine is about $120 per 1,000 circulation. DIRECT MAIL: The most common forms of direct mail include packages of coupons in letter-sized envelopes, which cost $15 to $20 per 1,000 delivered, and single-sheet newspaper inserts like fliers, which cost between $25 and $40 per 1,000 circulation.



SPONSORSHIPS: A sponsorship per 1,000 viewers ranges from $30 to $75, depending on the exclusivity of the sponsorship. The more exclusive, the higher the cost.



Sources: Initiative Media North America in Los Angeles, a division of Interpublic Group; Carat Interactive Inc.



to 1,612 in 2005, from 40 in 1999. The challenge will be to retain high response rates and low “unsubscribe” rates. “Everybody thinks e-mail is the Holy Grail of online marketing,” says Marissa Gluck, a Jupiter analyst. “It can be very effective, it’s cheap and it’s fast. But consumers can only manage a couple of relationships with advertisers. They don’t want to have a relationship with every brand they buy.”



There are no postage fees, and “creative” costs are lower. The cost to create the e-mail runs about $1,000 and might take three weeks for a campaign, compared with $20,000 and three months for a traditional direct-mail campaign, Jupiter says. The research firm adds that e-mail also gets a faster response from subscribers—typically 48 hours—compared with snail mail, which takes three weeks. CONS: As the e-mail market surges, so will the clutter in customers’ in-boxes. Industry analysts warn that marketers are likely to become victims of their own success, and that it will grow increasingly difficult for advertisers to maintain response rates.



SPONSORSHIPS Analysts disagree about whether the online version of the old-fashioned “Brought to you by…” TV-show model is picking up speed or running out of steam. Regardless, sponsorships are still a popular form of online advertisement, especially



By one reckoning, the average number of e-mail messages from marketers per person in a year is expected to rise 40-fold 3



Article 34. Choices, Choices negotiated to be the entire site’s only telecommunications advertiser. PROS: With sponsorships, an advertiser can own a large chunk of Web “real estate” and often can work with the publisher to custom-build that area of the site. CONS: Just like a banner ad, an advertiser’s logo may be overlooked by a viewer who is focused on the Web page and trying to read an article. Second, fairly or not, sponsored pages invite some skepticism about the objectivity of the information, as people wonder whether the sponsor has an influence. Third, sponsorships don’t make use of the interactivity of the Web medium. “It’s tough to measure the impact” of a sponsorship, says Forrester’s Mr. Nail.



among veteran advertisers looking for places to promote their brand names. The idea behind a sponsorship is that a marketer pays to link its brand to an area of content on the Web such as a page, a section of a Web site or an entire site. Financial-services provider Charles Schwab & Co. became an early advertiser on women’s site iVillage.com by sponsoring its finance channel. On a recent day, a message at the top of the site’s investor page read: “Brought to you from the folks at Charles Schwab.” A more recent example is Verizon Communications Inc.’s $3 million deal to sponsor the Lifestyle channel of AfricanAmerican Web site BET.com. As part of the deal, Verizon



From theWall Street Journal, Eastern Division, April 23, 2001, pp. R12 by Jennifer Rewick. © 2001 by Dow Jones & Co. Inc. Reproduced with permission.
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